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In the last few days, the Moslem invasion of Europe is dismantling Greece and revealing the 

stark nakedness of a fragmented, fearful, unstable, and impotent European dis-Union (EdU). 

For those who haven’t noticed yet, war has erupted and Europe, in time-tested manner, has 

begun collapsing in a way similar to the good ole 1930s. The EdU appears now destined to 

have the fate of the Atlantic Charter.  

Signed in 1941 by Churchill and Roosevelt, the Charter emerged from the “firm” promise by 

the signatories never to compromise after World War II on territorial re-arrangements that 

went contrary to the wishes of the peoples concerned.  

By 1945, however, with Stalin crushing Nazi Germany and imposing Soviet power upon 

Europe with a (Stalinist) smile and his tank armies, the Charter went out the window as 

neither Britain nor the US wished to go to war with the Soviet Union. 

Remove Stalin and the tank armies from the picture, add the frothing Moslem deluge, and 

you have the New Age equivalent. 

By coincidence (which is hardly one, if the careful reader traces German history past the 

superficial reading of popular ‘sources’) Berlin, just like in those 20th century tragic years, is 

again at the heart of a violent and fast-developing process of dismantling Europe. 

Thanks to yet another Reich, a.k.a. Bundesrepublik, leader, Angela Merkel, an intractable 

crisis has transitioned in a flash into Armageddon that threatens to devour all. 

In the eye of this storm rests Greece, the “Appendix of the Balkans.” 

http://www.rieas.gr/
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Surrounded by barbed wire fences and shunned by almost all her EdU “partners,” the land 

that gave us Zeus and Athena, Plato and Aristotle, the Acropolis and Delphi, Cavafy and 

Elytis, Zorba and “Z,” has no choice but to drown in the gutter.  

Stranded and unsupported, Hellas is desperately trying to plug the tiny hole at the bottom of 

the dam with her finger, while the wrath of Allah, in the form of unstoppable hundreds of 

devout thousands, surges over the top in a disastrous cascade into the Continent that fought 

for centuries to get rid of the Mohammedan.   

This uninvited and unwanted humanity does not comprise “refugees,” “illegals,” or 

“irregulars,” depending on your accepted terminology, but throngs that unduly demand 

European citizenship because their carcinogenic countries have hopelessly collapsed.  

This is a harsh truth we all need to digest and internalize before we (try) to advance on the 

next question of what is to be done by looking at the disaster as primarily an urgent national 

security threat. 

Even if Greece were something that will never be, the job of playing defense to stop this 

invasion would have been way beyond the powers of even the most organized and robust 

state in the world, with the capacity to be brutal in its response and effective in its application 

by literally throwing people overboard in order to stop the push of those coming behind them. 

So, what is the EdU doing to combat the chaos? 

The short answer is “nothing.” 

The longer answer is “enough to compound this macabre pandemonium,” and, in the process, 

force an already moribund Greece to re-live the 1922 Asia Minor Catastrophe and accept a 

Moslem occupation; and snuff out most of the so-called European “institutions,” including, 

and especially, the much cherished passport-free anecdote named “Schengen Agreement,” 

which was born with severe genetic defects in 1985 thanks to the absence of true, secure, and 

workable federal European powers (not to mention external borders guarded closely by a 

federal armed force).  

What is Greece doing to defend her home? 

The short answer is “less than nothing.” 

The longer answer is “enough to send the message to Turkey and the EdU” that she possesses 

neither the will nor the ability of declaring a state of emergency, suspending indefinitely 

various EdU rules pertaining to “human rights” and “asylum seekers,” mobilizing for 

wartime, and giving a free hand to her armed forces (or what’s left of them) to begin dealing 

with the masses of the uninvited that act as if Greek soil is their own to tear apart and use 

as a country-sized barracks latrine. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schengen_Agreement
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Anyone suggesting that, by March 7, 2016, the EdU 

● Will succeed in cajoling Islamic Turkey, the criminal organizer and pilot of the 

Moslem invasion, to stop sending the throngs across; 

● Will work out and implement emergency actions that would satisfactorily deal with 

the deluge’s “humanitarian” needs; 

● Will create infrastructure to hold and guard the hordes, replete as they are with 

Islamic militants, common criminals, and hundreds of thousands of male youth eager 

to cause mayhem in the streets of infidel countries that offer targets of opportunity 

unimaginable back in their 9th century countries; 

● Will succeed in putting in place quotas for redistributing “asylum seekers” around 

countries that expressly do not want them; 

● And will force the current miscreants, like Austria and the former Eastern bloc 

countries, most of them with a long and pitiless record of destroying minorities by 

bayonet, rifle, and iron rod, to fall in and agree to even token “stability” measures 

… is either deliberately ignorant or, simply, out of his wits. 

To add insult to injury, the rush decision, spawned by the desperation of EdU mandarins, to 

send NATO warships into the eastern Aegean in order to “monitor and surveil” the migrant 

invasion, is an added horror joke being played at the expense of Greece.  

We have already explained what this NATO action means and how it will solidify the 

undying claims of Islamic Turkey to control the greatest part of the Aegean Sea. And, already, 

Ankara has holed the NATO naval mission below the waterline by refusing flat out (what a 

surprise!) to take back illegals intercepted en route to the Greek islands. 

Nevertheless, the surreal EdU troupe, huffing and puffing over the “imminent” demise of 

Schengen, wishes to have yet another summit with the Turk (!) in search of a solution –when 

Slovenia, Croatia, FYR Macedonia, and Serbia announce that they have (unilaterally) decided 

to allow only 580 (!) migrants enter their territory each day. 

As a footnote, Greece expects a minimum 100,000 illegal aliens to be lodged inside the 

country in weeks—unless the Turkish bridgeheads, established on the Greek islands, are 

defeated and broken—triggering an unprecedented national security crisis. 

One final word about the incumbent Greek “government” is necessary before we conclude. 

Mr. Tsipras and his confederates deliver daily lessons in compulsive absurdity, disastrous 

“management,” and the keen capability of distorting reality to fit their bizarre “policy 

statements.” 

In comparison to Tsipras & Co., those who preceded this “left-then-right-then-undetermined” 

dubious specimen of utter servility to the EdU could be seen as master statesmen—when their 

contributions to Greece’s fate after 2009 include some of the most shocking acts of 

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/feb/25/europe-braces-major-humanitarian-crisis-greece-row-refugees
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deliberate acquiescence to self-destruction, not to mention national enslavement to the 

diktats of foreign powers and non-state global-reach bouncer entities.  

EdU hypocrisy, glaring distain toward the “periphery,” political maliciousness, and urge to 

bring a Final Solution upon the delinquent, loafer Greeks, form one end of the calamity. The 

other end belongs to the Tsipras abomination. Together these two ends leave little room for 

survival of a country which, contrary to what she claims, displays a death wish that could put 

to shame others which have already tried and succeeded in offing themselves with gusto (and 

much bloodshed). 

The Dance of the Witches is just beginning. 


